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for classes
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For some students, Sinclair Community College’s campus can be a
confusing world of passageways, plazas
and parking lots. So for those students
that find it all a little overwhelming,
Sinclair Learning Centers offer an
alternative.
Sinclair has three Learning Centers
located in Huber Heights, Englewood
and Preble County. At the Huber
Heights and Englewood Learning
Centers, a student can complete all the
steps necessary to becoming a college
student as well as obtain an associate degree; including the application
process, placement testing, academic
counseling and financial aid completion.
Dawayne Kirkman, director of the
Learning Centers, is committed to
bringing students and faculty together
in a family-type atmosphere. Kirkman
said he loves Sinclair’s main campus,
but for some students it might be a
little intimidating.
“There is something to be said for
keeping it small,” Kirkman said.
Asia Williams, a student at the Huber Heights Learning Center, agreed.
“The reason I chose to come to
Huber Heights is because I like that it
is smaller than downtown, classes are
easier to find and everybody knows
each other. It made college less of a
shock for me,” Williams said.
Kirkman said, especially for new
students, the stress of signing up for
classes, finding parking and searching
for the right building and classroom is
enough to discourage some students
from attending college at all. Adding
that not everyone comes from a supportive environment and making the
decision to go to college can be quite a
difficult one.
“For some, the walk from the parking lot to this building is 10 miles
long,” Kirkman said. “The [Learning
Centers are] an excellent way to begin
a college education and you won’t get
lost in the crowd. It’s not about counting heads, it’s about making heads
count.”
Huber Heights and Englewood offer
a mix of the top 45 classes at Sinclair—
all the general education requirements
for any associate degree. Kirkman said
they offer every class a student needs
for a Liberal Arts associate degree or
for a transfer module to a four-year
university.
In addition, the Huber Heights Learning Center offers a full certified nursing
assistance program and the Preble County Learning Center offers a phlebotomist
program. Kirkman said classroom size
is kept to about 24 students and every
classroom is multi-media equipped.
Kirkman said although the Learning Centers are “student inspired,” the
instructors are crucial.
“If you don’t have the right teacher, a
student is not going to stay,” he said.
Many instructors teaching at the
Learning Centers are from Sinclair’s
main campus. Kirkman said the
instructors that teach there love it and
everyone stresses the importance of
the student/faculty relationship.
The Learning Centers have a
Student Ambassador program and a
Faculty Friends program where faculty
members volunteer in the library to
tutor and mentor students.
“We’re making everyone a part of it,”
Kirkman said.
Learning Centers Continued on Page 3
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The availability of on-campus
parking for students is a hot-button
issue at Sinclair Community College
every semester, and if history is any
indication, it will continue to be a
much debated topics at the college.
According to Administrative
Lieutenant Scott Fowler, parking has
been an ongoing cause of frustration
for longer than some may think.
“Keep in mind, I’ve been here for
almost 30 years—30 years ago, there
was a parking problem,” Fowler said
with a laugh.
Fowler’s job description goes
well beyond parking duties, including tackling responsibilities such
as crime prevention, security at the
Learning Centers and Courseview
and publishing emergency messages.
While the importance of parking
safety is continually stressed, questions remain about the availability of
parking and what plans, if any, are being discussed to address the problem.
Extra parking is provided for Sinclair students at Welcome Stadium,
but they must take a shuttle to reach
the campus. Parking in the gravel lot
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Students may be faced with the dilemma of getting to campus with no place to park. In that case, they have the option of parking on the
street or at Welcome Stadium, where they will be transported back to campus by the shuttle bus.

versus the parking garage, for some,
is an easy fix because it is free. Also,
after 6 p.m. the meters in the street
are free. However, meters are handled
by the City of Dayton, not Sinclair.

Whitney Vickers
Editor

clarion@sinclair.edu

The Honors Program offers opportunities for students
to learn more than what’s listed on the syllabus.
“I think a good number of students come into class and
they do the work and some of them say ‘is that it? Is this
all there is?’ Like they wanted to learn something deeper,”
Honors Program Director Derek Petrey Ph.D. said.

Fowler said a parking committee
is involved in quarterly meetings to
discuss new possibilities for closer
parking. Yet despite these meetings,
Fowler cites funding as having a

On top of regularly-required work in the class, the student will be asked to complete an extra project in order to
earn an honors credit.
If the student has at least a 2.8 GPA and the professor
agrees to teach the course as honors, the student must fill
out a declaration form by the seventh day into the term.
By doing so, they are stating that they will complete the
work required of them to earn the honors credit.
Honors Continued on Page 2

What the Sinclair police can do for you
Whitney Vickers
Editor

clarion@sinclair.edu

Sinclair Police Chief Charles Gift
describes Sinclair as a very safe place
with the lowest crime rate out of any of
the Dayton Police Department Central
Police Divisions in Dayton.
“The mission of the Sinclair Community College Police Dept. is to
provide a safe and secure learning
environment for students, faculty, staff
and visitors,” Gift said.
“To do that, we use a community
based policing model. Which means
we try to prevent crimes from happening before they occur, which makes it
much safer.”
There are 25 sworn police officers
and 90 safety information officers. The
police officers are certified and are
authorized to take action. The safety
information officers are not certified,
but have radios to contact the police
officers if action needs to be taken.
“We have 25 sworn police officers
and approximately 90 safety information officers who are highly trained and
whose main goal is to ensure the safety
of everyone on the Dayton campus as
well as the learning centers as well and
the Courseview campus.” Gift said.
Gift said students shouldn’t leave
property unattended, adding that
majority of the crimes at Sinclair
are “opportunity crimes,” which are
crimes that a person wouldn’t normally
commit unless they’re given the opportunity.
“If you feel that you’re about to have a
problem or you’re afraid in any way, we
have blue lights throughout the campus in which you just have to press the
button and it automatically connects to
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Officers Bobby Stanaford & Tom Hupp are two members of the Sinclair Police Department. Patrolling campus in official cruisers are just one of the services offered by Sinclair Police Department.

the dispatcher,” Gift said.
The Police Department is fullystaffed and there is someone on
campus at all times. At the beginning
of their shifts, the officers are passed
along information and then assigned
to bike, foot or vehicle patrol. During their eight-hour shifts, they use a
community-based model to perform
their duties.
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Sinclair Police Chief Charles Gift supervises
more than 20 police officers.

Sinclair Police Department Services
• Provide escorts around campus and areas immediately adjacent to campus.
• Investigate and document injuries occurring on campus.
• Provide crime prevention and safety awareness guidelines.
• Announce emergency notifications.
• Assist departments in declaring class cancellations.
• Deliver Storm Ready awareness tips.
• Lock and unlock classroom doors.
• Provide vehicle jumpstarts and vehicle lockout aid.
• Pick up unattended property.
• Host annual Safety Awareness Expo.

major chokehold on the development
of new parking.
Parking Continued on Page 3

Library has
more resources
than books
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The Library at Sinclair Community
College isn’t just a place to check out
books. From resourceful databases
to private study rooms available for
check out, the Sinclair Library offers
just about anything to help students be
successful.
Jeremiah Pate, a student at Sinclair,
said he likes many things offered in the
Library. “Definitely the Starbucks, the
tutoring labs [and] it’s a good place to
do homework,” he said.
The Library has a variety of computers including Windows 7, Windows XP
and laptops that are generally checked
out in 3-hour increments. Students
can also check out headphones for
computers and can keep them all day
if needed.
The Library isn’t the only location
you can check out a computer on
campus. IT also offers the Teleport
Lab in Building 13 and the CIL Lab in
Building 14. Both labs have Mac computers students can use along with the
regular Windows 7 and XP, totaling to
about 387 available with the three labs
combined.
Students who would rather work
away from the Library can check out
study rooms. Although students cannot make reservations, the rooms can
be used for up to two-hours maximum.
There are also study rooms in the
Teleport Lab. These rooms are available for three hours and are equipped
with accessible computers.
Megan Pastiva, an Art major at
Sinclair, said she favors the Teleport
because of the programs they have
available on their computers. “It helps
with my art projects because they have
[Adobe] Photoshop,” she said.
As a library, the largest selection of
its resources are books, according to
Debra Oswald, public service librarian
at Sinclair. The books are organized
in sections based on subject areas and
most are available for a three-week loan
time. Reserve materials are available
for a three-hour in-the-library loan.
Library Continued on Page 3
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campus calendar
Jan. 7

• Spring Semester Classes Begin

Jan. 9

• Sinclair Women’s  and Men’s Basketball Game vs. Ivy Tech College (IN)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 5:30 & 7:30 p.m.

Jan. 10

• Sinclair Talks:Computer Skills Series:
Basic Survival Skills
Building 7 Room L03, noon to 1 p.m.

Jan 14

• Financial Aid for the bookstore ends.

Jan. 14

• Sinclair Talks: Computer Skills Series:
Navigating Online
Building 7 Room L03, Noon to 1 p.m.

Jan. 14 – 18

• Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. I have a
Dream Series
Library Loggia, Noon to 1 p.m.

Jan. 15

• Sinclair Talks:
Presentation Skills: Kick It Up a Notch
Building 2 Room 234, Noon to 1 p.m.

Jan. 16

• Sinclair Talks: Computer Skills Series:
Sinclair’s Computer Labs Dayton
Building 7 Room L03, noon to 1 p.m.

Jan. 17

• Sinclair Talks: Financial Aid 101
Library Loggia, Noon to 1 p.m.

Jan. 21

• Martin Luther King Day
Campus closed

Jan 21

• Martin Luther King Day March
Peace Bridge to Dayton Convention Center, 9:15-10:30 a.m.

Jan. 23

• Sinclair Women’s and Men’s Basketball Game vs. Edison CC (OH)
Gymnasium in Building 8, 5:30 & 7:30 p.m.

Jan. 15

• Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Community Service Forum
Building 8 Stage Area, 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

• If you have an event or activity that
you would like featured in 'the Clarion',
email your information to: clarion@sinclair.edu. Include the date, time, and place of your event and
write "Campus Calendar" in the subject line.

check out
on the web

Read online or download the print edition at

www.sinclairclarion.com

Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that
occur frequently in the initial
puzzle. For example, say you
have a lot of 5’s in the initial
puzzle. Look for the 3x3 box
where there is no 5. Look
for 5’s in other rows and
columns that can help you
eliminate where the 5 might
go in that box. If there is a
5 in column’s 1 and 2, then

Honors Continued from Front

Once the student has met the requirements, the professor will decide what the
student will do in order for the student to
earn the honors credit.
Petrey asks that students have some sort
of involvement with the field related to the
class— whether that’s a research project
or service-learning project. He also asks
for the student write about it in some way
and that the student showcases a presentation about what they learned from the
project. The presentation can be in class or
at the symposium. Online students may be
required to put together a PowerPoint with
a voice over or they may have to come into
the professor’s classroom to present their
project. They also have the option of speaking at the symposium.
At the symposium, honors students are
given the opportunity to present their projects to each other as well as college recruiters from various universities.
“It’s like a poster presentation,” Petrey
said.
If the student earns a grade lower than a
‘C’ in the class, the honors credit will not
be granted. However, that does not mean
that the student failed the class.
Petrey said some students are okay with
taking more than three honors courses at a
time, but some are not.
“What people don’t realize is that it’s an
extra assignment for each class,” Petrey
said. Although some students can handle
extra assignments, he recommends that
students take no more than three honors
classes at a time.
“I tell people that it’s good to start with
one or two,” Petrey said.
In order to be eligible for the Honors
Scholar Program, the student has to
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Derek Petrey, direcotr of the Honors Program, said the
last day to turn in declaration forms for spring semester
is Jan. 15.

have taken four or more honors courses,
achieved four honors experiences, completed one community service project, maintained a 3.25 GPA, submitted an application with two letters of recommendation
as well as completed an interview with the
Honors Program Director and a member of
the Honors Advisory Board.
Once the student has become a member
of the Honors Scholar Program, the student is eligible for numerous scholarships.
Petrey said that Phi Theta Kappa is the
two-year college version of the National
Honor Society; it is the sister society to Phi
Beta Kappa, the four-year college version.
Although there is a one-time fee of $55,
students become a lifetime member. To
become eligible, the student must have
completed 15 credit hours and have a 3.5
GPA.

weekly crossword

weekly sudoku
The objective of the game
is to fill all the blank squares
in a game with the correct
numbers. There are three very
simple constraints to follow.
In a 9 by 9 square Sudoku
game:
• Every row of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of
the 9 by 9 square must include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins
with some squares already
filled in, and the difficulty of
each game is due to how
many squares are filled in.
The more squares that are
known, the easier it is to figure out which numbers go in
the open squares. As you fill
in squares correctly, options
for the remaining squares are
narrowed and it becomes
easier to fill them in.

Honors program helps build
student success

Across

there can’t be a 5 anywhere
else in either of those
columns. You know then that
whatever leftmost 3x3 box
that is missing a 5 must have
it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in
that box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!

1 "World Series of Poker" channel
5 Improve
10 Japanese noodle
14 See 17-Across
15 Hawk's weapon
16 Neatness analogy ending
17 Queen of the 14-Across, familiarly
18 The money follows it
20 Gardner of film
21 Lacking embellishment
22 Missouri tributary
23 Olympic hero
27 Duty
28 Conductor André
29 __ which way
30 Suffix with phon31 River project
32 Create, as words
34 ‘'__ Death'': Grieg work
35 Treat like a child
38 Sense
41 Lincoln et al.
42 __ gratia: by the grace of God
44 Italian article
45 "Now I understand!"
46 Fin de __: end of the century
49 Approximate no.
50 Rapid rail transport
53 Tokyo-based watchmaker
55 New Haven collegians
56 Columbus-to-Cleveland dir.
57 Actor's tryout
60 Do bar work, perhaps
61 British weapon of WWII
62 Down Under soldier
63 Basic video game
64 __ buco
65 Grind, as teeth
66 Old-fashioned sort

Down

1 Spend a night on the trail
2 With 47-Down, proverbial cloud feature, and a hint to the starts of 18-,
23-, 35-, 50- and 57-Across
3 Begged
4 "The Matrix" hero
5 Early in the morning
6 Native New Zealanders
7 Former "Idol" judge with Simon, Kara

and Randy
8 Lon of Cambodia
9 Genetic letters
10 Smart talk
11 Poppy products
12 Super Bowl, e.g.
13 New wings, maybe
19 Golf star McIlroy
21 Super Bowl sight
24 "Stop, ya swabs!"
25 Innocents
26 -trix relative
32 Early computer language
33 Maître d's "Are you by yourself?"
34 Run like __
36 Obama's birthplace
37 Prepares for print
38 "I suppose"
39 Flies, for example

Answers on page 5

40 Send-ups
43 Playground response to a challenge
45 Reed instrument
46 Sewer line
47 See 2-Down
48 Benefit of some bars and drinks
51 TV host Gibbons
52 Schiaparelli et al.
54 Lotto-like game
58 Racehorse, to a tout
59 Spike TV, formerly
60 Coppertone letters

Answers on page 5
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Sinclair's alternate parking locations Spring Semester
Parking Continued from Front
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Some students may have to park
in an alternate location away from
the parking garage.

“Is there enough parking? For
the most part, I think yes, unless you’re here the first couple
weeks of the semester between
9-11 a.m. If you get here early,
you have no issue. If you have a
class at 10, there’s not enough
parking,” Fowler said.
Finding close parking is a
concern for students, but for
some new enrollees, locating the
garage and other parking areas

can also be a task in itself.
Lisa Cusick, a 25-year-old student in the respiratory program,
admits struggling to discover
parking areas when she first
came to Sinclair.
“I understand that the garage
is quite large, but when you’re in
a new environment and already
nervous about your first day,
parking seems to be an afterthought. Finding a parking spot
can take a disastrous turn if you
are unsure where to go,” Cusick
said.
A parking detail is assigned
for the influx of students at the
beginning of each semester,
which allows for monitoring
of the overall flow going in and
out of the garage. Although
complications may arise, Fowler
describes this parking irregularity as a “smooth hectic.”
Fowler also highlights
patience as a key to coping with
any frustrations, along with
understanding that “there is
a flow to everything.” As the
garage closes, the detail begins

directing cars into the next appropriate lot and this transition
can be untimely for some.
Fowler said the emphasis is
always safeguarding students.
“Our involvement, as far as
the department goes, we want to
maintain the safety for not only
the drivers, but the pedestrians.”
And there are people dedicated to making this happen.
According to Fowler, safety
information officers provide
“eyes and ears” for the campus, including the garage. In
addition, the safety officers
will jumpstart malfunctioning
vehicles and unlock others for
unlucky students. About 200 security cameras also hang at different locations throughout the
campus, including the garage.
The gravel lot is also monitored
by security officers.
In the last year, Fowler notes
that there have only been “a
couple of thefts,” which mostly
occur in the garage. Hit and
runs do take place within the garage, mainly because the space is

so compact.
As for improving parking
woes, Cusick said she'd encourage a push to erect a new parking garage on the foundation
of Sinclair’s gravel lot. The lot,
which is open at the beginning
of each semester, closes in the
middle of the semester.
Fowler is also willing to listen
to any comments or concerns
that students may have in
regards to parking, and contacting the parking office is another
outlet for expressing those
opinions.
“I’ll be graduating in the
spring, and for the most part,
my parking experiences have
been pleasant while at Sinclair.
However, there is a legitimate
concern over parking and I don’t
envy Sinclair for having to solve
it,” said Cusick.
And so the parking debate
continues…
Parking services can be contacted at (937) 512-2397 or by
email, parking@sinclair.edu.

Library offers tools and resources for success
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The Library features resources available to students to assist with studying and homework.

Library Continued from Front

The number of books in the library totals to
roughly 100,000.
“It’s like two miles of books, side to side,”
said Oswald.
The Library’s book selection is something
that sets it apart from most colleges because it
uses the Dewey Decimal System to organize
the books.
“Most libraries use Library of Congress,
we’re one of the few that use the Dewey Decimal System,” Oswald said.
The Library also carries a large variety of
E-books. With the Sinclair catalog and Ohio
eBook Project (which is a state wide project
launched in 2005 that helps libraries provide
downloadable E-books, audiobooks, music
and video) combined E-books create a total of
122,928 available for Sinclair students.
“There are actually more e-books available
than print,” said Library Director Doug Kaylor. “It’s convenient because they are available
24 hours a day, seven days a week.”
E-journals are also available with 52,682 in
the Sinclair catalog.
DVD loans are also available at the Resource desk. The collection includes roughly
400 DVDs. VHS tapes are offered as well.
The Library’s newest addition is a streaming

video source called Films on Demand, which
features educational video and documentaries.
The Library’s amount of resources wouldn’t
be complete without the aid of Tech Support. IT Student Assistants are hired to help
students who may have issues with computer
programs such as Microsoft Office or printing.
The IT assistants aren’t just given the job
based on skills. IT Lab Coordinator Becky
Rittner said they are required to take BIS 160
as well as go through a two interview process.
“We give a little BIS test so we know they
paid attention in class and know the material,”
Rittner said.
To ensure the IT assistants’ knowledge is of
the latest materials, there is additional training after being hired. This includes training
on Angel and more on Microsoft Office.
“I have SAM accounts for all my students
(IT assistants), so they stay up with BIS,”
Rittner said. There is IT support in all three
labs.
IT Support offers a call helpline for
students at home with issues. The service is
available seven days a week from 6 a.m. to
midnight.

The Library also has about 100 search
databases accessible for class research that is
available through OhioLINK, a consortium
of 90 member libraries.
“We put the best databases for the classes;
it’s databases that librarians recommend,”
Oswald said.
Sinclair has recently created a new search
engine that googlizes the library database and
library catalog together. It is accessible on the
Sinclair website on the Library page called
“LibSearch.”
They also have “LibAnswers,” which
Oswald said is similar to ask.com and is run
by the librarians specifically. She said another
feature called LibGuides provides librarianrecommended resources to the students.
“It’s very tailored to the students here at
Sinclair,” Oswald said.
Students who arrive at Sinclair early, travel
by bus or get dropped off may be unaware
that all students have access to the computers starting at 6:15 a.m. However there is no
access to staff until 7:30 a.m.
The Library is open from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 7:30 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Friday, and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturdays.

Sinclair's substitute locations away from Dayton Campus
Learning Centers Continued from Front

The Huber Heights and
Englewood Learning Centers
offer tutoring, a bookstore, library and a vending area. These
Learning Centers are attached
to YMCA, so students not
only get discounts on YMCA
services, but can also take
advantage of the affordable
childcare services.
It is $2 per hour for up to four
hours a day for children six
weeks to nine years old.
Allison Kuntz-Smith, a
Sinclair Nursing student, took
advantage of the childcare
services offered by the YMCA
in Huber Heights.
“Most daycares won’t even
take babies and if they do it

is outrageously expensive,”
Kuntz-Smith said. “Thanks
to the services at the Huber
Heights Learning Center, I was
able to get back to school soon
after my daughter was born.
And you can’t beat the parking.”
The Huber Heights and
Englewood Learning Centers offer a weekly financial
aid seminar to help students
navigate through the process.
They also offer new student
orientations once a week and
academic advising to help students lay out an education plan
and choose classes.
In addition to academics, the
Learning Centers offer many

extra-curricular activities as
well. In fall, the Huber Heights
Learning Center has basketball
the first Friday of the month. In
spring, the Englewood Learning Center has flag football
while the Preble County
Learning Center has softball.
Kirkman said students and
faculty are invited to just “show
up and play.”
A few months ago, the Huber
Heights Learning Center held
the Arts in the Center night,
transforming the atmosphere
at the Learning Center into a
coffeehouse with hot beverages and live acoustic music. A
monthly calendar of events is
posted throughout the Learn-

ing Centers and also on their
website. For more information,
visit http://www.sinclair.edu/
learningcenters/.
Now that the Learning Centers have been operating for
almost six years, Kirkman said
that it’s time to reassess and
determine what the next phase
looks like.
One of the changes Kirkman
is working on for Fall Semester
2013, is offering classes on
Friday evenings, Saturdays and
Sundays.
Kirkman said in many ways
Sinclair has come full circle.
Sinclair started out in 1887 in
a YMCA and “125 years later
we’re back at the YMCA.”

Events to encourage
student involvement
Mike Huson
Reporter

clarion@sinclair.edu

Studies have proven that
the more a student is involved
with extra-curricular activities around campus, the better
their grades could be. Sinclair
Community College students
are no different and with the
start of spring semester classes,
there are more activities to get

involved with around campus.
The Athletic Department offers
opportunities for teamwork
and competition, while the
International Series and Sinclair
Talks grants the chance to learn
something new either about a
place or about life. The Art and
Theatre Department works to
tap into students’ creative sides
by presenting artwork or theatrical productions.

Sinclair Talks adds presentations
Sinclair Talks has added even
more presentations to its schedule this spring semester and all
students, faculty and staff are
invited.
The semester will kick off
with “Computer Skills Series:
Basic Survival Skills,” and will
wind down with “Prepare for
Finals,” and in between, the
series will touch on a myriad
of academic and nonacademic
areas.
Over 70 presentations are
scheduled, with topics that
include academic skill enhancement, educational planning,
campus resources, career development, social/cultural and
personal development.
The talks will be held in
several different locations on
the Dayton campus, with most
of the computer-based presentations being held in Building 7
room L03. Presentations requiring a quieter setting will be held
in Building 2 room 334 and
others in the Library Loggia.
Peter Bolmida, project
manager for Sinclair, said that
interest and need fuel which
topics are chosen and that along
with meeting those needs and
interests, helping students connect with faculty, staff and each
other, are top priorities.
“The sheer number of
students we’re getting really surprises me and I’m really
pleased,” Bolmida said. “We’re
seeing a lot of the same students
come back, and that’s communicating to me that this is worth
their time.”
Bolmida expects a noticeable
rise in attendees this semester
and said he is noticing more and
more Sinclair Talks recognition.

This spring, a “Transfer
Series” has been added and
will begin in February with the
basics in “Planning to transfer… What You Need to Know.”
It will continue throughout the
semester with university representatives focusing on Wright
State University, Ohio University, Central State University,
Franklin University, Miami
University and University of
Dayton.
Other outside speakers will
include Renate Frydman, a
Holocaust survivor, who will
present “A Holocaust Survivor’s
Story.”
Terrie Krumal from Consumer Credit Counseling Services will present “Love Yourself
Financially” with another
representative who will talk
about tax preparation and John
Zimmerman who will present
“How to Avoid Unfair Housing
and Lending Practices.”
Bolmida said the topics of
relationships, study skills, time
management, cultural/social,
math anxiety and MLA format
are among the most popular
with students.
Most presentations begin
early afternoon or late morning
to help maximize student and
faculty accessibility.
Bolmida said several off-campus presentations are expected
this semester and evening
presentations are also being
considered.
Presentations are free to attend and are typically one-hour
long, with time reserved toward
the end for questions.
For a full, up-to-date Sinclair
Talks spring schedule, visit
www.sinclair.edu/talks.

Sinclair Talks January 2013 Schedule
Thursday, January 10 - Noon
Computer Skills Series: Basic Survival Skills
Building 7 room L03
Monday, January 14 - Noon
Computer Skills Series: Navigating online (Angel, Gmail, Resources.sinclair, WebAdvisor)
Building 7 room L03
Tuesday, January 15 - Noon
Presentation Skills: Kick it up a Notch
Building 2 room 234
Wednesday, January 16 - Noon
Computer Skills Series: Sinclair’s Computer Labs
Building 7 room L03
Thursday, January 17 - Noon
Financial Aid 101
Library Loggia
Wednesday, January 23 - Noon
Indonesia Dayton
Building 8 stage area
Thursday, January 24 - Noon
Learn to Learn - Study Skills!
Building 2 room 234
Monday, January 28 - Noon
MLA style and format
Building 7 room L03
Tuesday, January 29 - Noon
Organizational Management
Building 2 room 234

Theatre Department has two
shows for spring semester
The Sinclair Theatre Department will be presenting two mainstage shows in Blair Hall Theatre this spring: “Intimate Apparel”
and “Godspell”.
Both shows are part of the Sinclair Theatre Department’s “A
Spirited Season,” which showcases plays that feature courageous
and innovative lead characters.

Spring Preview & Theatre Department Continued on Page 4

Life
Spring Semester events added to improve involvement
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Sinclair Art Department opens new galleries Sinclair Athletics are ready to impress
Burnell R. Roberts Triangle Gallery
Jan. 7 - 31, 2013
Bob Coates Exhibit
Feb. 6 - Mar. 6, 2013
REACH: 20th Anniversary Exhibition
Reception: Feb. 21; 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Mar. 20 - Apr. 9, 2013
Annual Juried Student Exhibition
Reception: Mar. 28; 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Photo by Whitney Vickers

The Burnell R. Roberts Triangle gallery, located in building 13, offers a
wide variety of artist exhibits, including student work.

The Sinclair Art Department will be showing new galleries this spring, displaying
the creativity and diversity of
Sinclair students and faculty.
Gallery Coordinator Pat
McClelland said that this semester’s gallery exhibitions do
not have a particular theme.
“I try to avoid that,” he said.
“I like, from month-to-month,
people to find variety.”
“Variety is the commonality,” he added.
Exhibitions are free to
attend and are open to all
students, faculty, staff and the
community.
Through Spring Semester, exhibitions will be held
throughout Building 13 and
will feature the work of students and faculty, along with
some work submitted by the
community.
The Bob Coates Exhibit
in the Burnell R. Roberts
Triangle Gallery and the Scott
Page exhibit in the Works On
Paper Gallery will kick off the
season.
McClelland said the Art
Department always features
an exhibit with an analogous theme to The REACH
Conference, which celebrates

Sinclair Spring
2013 Theatre
Department
Theatre Continued from Page 3

“Intimate Apparel” written
by Lynn Nottage, focuses on
an African American seamstress who struggles in 1905 to
become an independent woman
in Manhattan. The play will be
directed by Monica Williams,
who also directed the Sinclair
Theatre’s 2006 production of
“Flyin’ West.”
Kathleen Hotmer, Costume
Shop manager, is heading up the
task of creating the costumes
for the production, including
corsets and other “intimate
apparel.”
The play will hit the stage
during Black History Month
and Patti Celek, Theatre Department marketing manager, said
that one of her personal goals
is to instigate campus engagement and to create tie-ins with
curriculum.
“When we choose plays to do
over a season, that’s one of the
things we’re really trying to link
to and to get that word out to the
faculty and staff - so that they
can pull students in to why it’s
important,” Celek said.
“Godspell”, directed by Kimberly Borst, is a musical written
by Stephen Schwartz and
John-Michael Tebelak, based on
the Gospel of Matthew. It is set
in parables and features a mix
of modern music with classical
hymns.
Celek said the department
was excited about the casting of
Natalie Sanders as Jesus.
She said the play is a modern
look at Jesus and the disciples
and carries a basic message of
pursuing peace and love.
“If you saw all seven performances of 'Godspell', not one
of them would be the same,”
Celek said. “That’s the difference
between live theatre and seeing

cultural diversity.
The REACH: 20th Anniversary Exhibition will feature
work ranging from fine art
drawing and oil paintings to
quilts and vessels and a lot of
the art might feature a social
commentary aspect.
This year, The REACH
Conference celebrates their
20th anniversary, and McClelland hopes to invite 20
different artists to the 20-year
retrospective exhibit.
Some changes had to be
made due to the switch to
semesters, including the
make-up of The Graduating
Art Students' Exhibition.
It will now feature student’s
work from two different
courses, a Graduating Exhibition course and a portfolio
development course
The Annual Juried Student
Exhibition will utilize all gallery space in Building 13.
“The Juried Student show
and the Graduating Student
show showcases student work,
but also showcases the department,” McClelland said. “And
because the work that they’ll
be showing is work that they
produced here, you get a sense
of what’s expected of students

Apr. 15 - May 1, 2013
Graduating Art Students' Exhibition
Reception: May 1; 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Works On Paper Gallery
Jan. 7 - 31, 2013
Scott Page Exhibit
Feb. 6 - Mar. 6, 2013
REACH: 20th Anniversary Exhibition
Reception: Feb. 21; 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Mar. 20 - Apr. 9, 2013
Annual Juried Student Exhibition
Reception: Mar. 28; 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.
Apr. 15 - May 1, 2013
Graduating Art Students' Exhibition
Reception: May 1; 4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

and what sort of approaches,
or themes at least, are explored
in the studio classes here.”
McClelland said The
Graduating Art Students'
Exhibition and Annual Juried
Student Exhibition shows a
great a diversity that stems
from the variety of thematic
approaches and instructors
that inf luence the featured
work.
“Both of those shows
become quite interesting just
because of the eclectic nature
of them,” he said.
Because it is still so early in
the exhibition production process, McClelland said much
of the work has not yet been
submitted, but he said “with
that there’s some excitement
– it’s always interesting to see
what comes in."

Intimate Apparel
By Lynn Nottage

Thurs., Feb. 7 – 7:00 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 8 – 8:00 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 9 – 8:00 pm.
Sun., Feb. 10 – 2:00 p.m.

Godspell

By Stephen Schwartz
& John-Michael Tebelak
Fri., Apr. 5 – 8:00 p.m.
Sat., Apr. 6 – 8:00 p.m.
Sun., Apr. 7 – 2:00 p.m.
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Men's baseball is just one of the sports that Sinclair Tartan fans will have the opportunity to attend during spring
semester.

With spring, the Sinclair Tartan Pride
competition will return. Competing teams will
include Men’s Baseball and Basketball as well as
Women’s Basketball and Softball.
Admission to home games is free to anyone
with a Tartan Card and $5 admission for the
general public at the door.
This season, Men’s Baseball will be pursuing
their fifth consecutive Ohio Community College Athletic Conference Championship.
Women’s Basketball looks to build upon their
success last season. They ended as National
Junior College Athletic Association Region XII
District I Runner-Ups with 17 regular season
wins.
Men’s Basketball will be working toward their
first OCCAC championship and Athletic Jack
Giambrone said the team runs a great pace offensively.
“The more the men play together, the better
the team will obviously become and they’ll be
ready for conference competition,” he said.
Women’s Softball will be returning to Sinclair
this March after a 21-year hiatus.
They have participated in scrimmages
through the fall and Giambrone said the team’s
new coach, Steve Beachler, was doing a great job
getting the team organized.
Students wishing to try out for any teams,
need to be currently attending classes, enrolled full-time and carry a 2.0 GPA (can vary
at coach’s discretion). Giambrone suggested
contacting the Athletic Office or the team’s head
coach for more details.
Intramural sports will be offered again this
spring and are open to all Sinclair students. Basketball, soccer and flag football will be played on
the Dayton campus.
“I think it’s a great program because it allows
students to stay on campus longer and create
kind of a sense of community on campus and I
think that’s really important,” Giambrone said.

Your Tartan Card is required to participate
and a one-time $5 fee is asked per semester,
which can be paid in the equipment room,
Building 8 room 017. Participation is free to
students enrolled in an activity class.
“There are many benefits of participating
in intramurals,” Intramurals Advisor Melissa
Williams said. “Some of them include meeting
other students outside your degree program, an
increase in physical activity and learning a sport
you have not played and finally, being able to
keep playing the sport you love.”
For more information on the Sinclair Intramurals Club, contact Melissa Williams at
melissa.williams7776@sinclair.edu.

Sinclair Spring Semester 2013
Athletic Teams Season Start Dates

Wed., Apr. 10 – 10:00 a.m.
Thurs., Apr. 11 – 7:00 p.m.

Downtown Dayton Night

Men's Basketball
Head Coach: Jeff Price
Start/End Dates: October 21, 2012 - March 5, 2013

Fri. Apr. 12 – 8:00 p.m.
Sat. Apr. 13 – 8:00 p.m.

a movie. The energy that comes
back from the audience to the
actors is part of the show.”
A Free Dance Workshop
auditioned in December by
Award-winning choreographer
Rodney Veal, will be rehearsing through January and will
culminate in on Jan. 15 and 16
in Blair Hall Theatre in “Free
Spirits from the Mountain Top
to the Jazz Hall.”
Guest artists Jakari Sherman
and LaFrae Sci will be featured
in this celebration of Martin
Luther King and Mary Lou
Williams.
From Jan. 8 to Jan. 13, the
theatre department will be
attending the Kennedy Center
American College Theatre Festival in Saginaw, MI to see performances, attend workshops and
compete in competition.
Twenty seven Sinclair students will go to KCACTF and
participate in the Irene Ryan
Acting Competition, including three Costume and Design
students as Theatre Technology
entries.
Theatre Scholarship Auditions will be held April 13 and
will be open to students who
wish to peruse degrees in Theater Performance or Technology.
Tickets are $10 for students
and faculty. These are already

Photo by Whitney Vickers

Women's basketball is currently underway and wil
continue until March.

Women's Basketball
Head Coach: Jeff Dillon
Start/End Dates: November 3, 2012 - March 5, 2013
Men's Baseball
Head Coach: Steve Dintaman
Season Start: April 2013
Women's Softball
Head Coach: Steve Beachler
Season Begins: April 2013

Photo contributed by Patti Celek

'Intimate Apparel' is Sinclair's next
theatre production for spring semester

Photo contributed by Jeff Price

Sinclair Men's basketball will continue throughout
spring semester.

Contacts:
Melissa Williams: melissa.williams7776@sinclair.edu
Jack Giambrone: 937-512-4095 | jack.giambrone@sinclair.edu

International Series Presentations continue

Photo contributed by Patti Celek

'Godspell' is will premiere at Sinclair
Blair Theatre in April of 2013.

on sale.
Celek said the best way to purchase ticket is online at sinclair.
edu/tickets.

Sinclair’s International
Series Presentations will
continue this spring with four
new presentations.
The series focuses on international countries, cities and
events.
“Indonesia” will be presented by Lisa Singh on Jan.
23, “Columbia” on Feb. 20 by
Juan Garcia, “Cuba” on March
20 by Carol Baugh. Wendy
Hockenberry will present
Germany on April 17.
All presentations fall on
Wednesdays and are given at
noon in the Building 8 basement stage area. Events are
free to attend and offer nativestyle food and music.
ESL Coordinator Paul
Carbonaro, who organizes
International Series, said
that his main goal is to help
organize presentations that
are well-attended, educational

and enjoyable.
Carbonaro said the International Series is the bestattended grant-funded series
at Sinclair.
“I think it always contributes to Sinclair,” Carbonaro
said. “I think it’s a very good
thing that Sinclair does, I
think it’s appreciated by a
good number of people and
I’m pleased that it’s informal
and yet informative.”
All Sinclair students,
faculty and staff are welcome.
Carbonaro even encourages instructors to bring their
classes—mentioning Sociology, Geography and History
courses—down to see the
presentations.
“As long as people appreciate one thing that they didn’t
appreciate before, learn one
thing that they didn’t learn before, then it’s beneficial and it’s

a good thing—even if it’s just
one thing,” said Carbonaro.
For more information about
International Series Presentations, contact Paul Carbonaro
at 937-512-3099.

International Series
Spring 2013 Schedule
Indonesia
Presentation by Lisa Singh
Wed., Jan. 23 – noon, Building 8 stage area
Columbia
Presentation by Juan Garcia
Wed., Feb. 20 – noon, Building 8 stage area
Cuba
Presentation by: Carol Baugh
Wed., Mar. 20 – noon, Building 8 stage area
Germany
Presentation by Wendy Hockenberry
Wed., Apr. 17 – noon, Building 8 stage area
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your voice
If Sinclair were to incorporate student
housing, how do you think it would affect
campus and the Dayton area?
Photos & Reporting by Whitney Vickers

Douglas Hilt
Science

“The Dayton area would have to
accommodate a building, there’s a lot
of space to be had— but not a lot near
campus…I think it may be beneficial to
students, I know a lot of people that don’t want to drive
[or are] unable to commute for various reasons. It could
definitely be a benefit, but [I’d be] worried about people’s
loans because that program would be incorporated into
loans. Students would have to be smart with money, keep
their books in check… It could be rather beneficial. I’m for it.”

s

Justin Campbell

Electrical Engineering

“I think on-campus student housing is
a bad idea. Sinclair relies on downtime,
[during] downtime, we work on lights
and maintenance. If students are
running around 24/7, it would become too much of a party
atmosphere. Off-campus would be better.”

Raeven Wesley
Psychology

“I think it would help, especially for those
that have to commute a long way. I think
it would be a good idea, [it would] help
campus grow, way more students than
now. It would probably expand and add more majors.”
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Higher education is beneficial for all
Jeffrey Purpura
Contributing Writer
clarion@sinclair.edu

How many of you are concerned about finding a job after
graduating? How many of you
think that having a degree is
needed to find a relatively good
job? Who has a plan B?
With the uncertainty of the
economy affecting the job
market and the use of increasingly sophisticated technology,
higher education has become
almost a prerequisite, in the
form of a degree, in acquiring
a job.
I want to share with you some
problems created for many
college students, some possible
solutions, and the benefits of
getting your associate degree
before transferring to another
college.
One of the first problems
students may run into is the fact
that the cost of going to college
increases every year, pushing
students deeper into debt.
According to Ohio State
University’s website, students
should plan for a 5-10 percent
increase in all costs for each
year that they attend the main
campus.
The actual costs in tuition for
the 2012-2013 academic year at
Ohio State went up to $10,037,

according to its web page.
Allison Rhea, who works
in the registration and student records office at Sinclair,
said another problem is that
students transfer to a four-year
college before receiving their
associate degree.
According to Sinclair, the
2011 graduating class had 23.8
percent of its students transfer
to other colleges before graduating. Out of the 2,178 students
who enrolled in 2008, only 228
or 10 and a half percent actually
graduated in 2011.
Another reason that contributes to students transferring
before getting their associate
degree is that the Ohio Transfer
Module allows students to take
their general education requirements and transfer those credits
to another school in the Ohio
university system, according to
Rhea. This results in some students believing they don’t need
to get their associate degree.
So what are some solutions to
these problems?
One way to solve the problem
if you find yourself financially
burdened is to begin to fully utilize a community college. Typically the tuition at a community
college will be cheaper than
that of a four-year college. Also
according to the Ohio Board of
Regents, the credits you take at

a community college can fulfill
the general education requirements of a four-year public
college or private university’s
requirements.
Another way to solve these
problems is for Sinclair students
to make sure they have an upto-date MAP. The MAP can
include the courses that meet
the Ohio Transfer Module and
maybe other requirements of
the four-year school you plan
to transfer to, which will almost
guarantee a smooth transition
after getting your associate
degree.
The MAP can also help
streamline and plan out the
courses you need to complete
to attain an associate degree in a
specific amount of time.
So what’s the benefit for you
to graduate from Sinclair?
After receiving your associate degree some immediate
benefits include the fact that
typically you can transfer into a
four-year university as a junior
classman.
Another benefit is that all
courses you earned credit for
— including those you received
a “D” in —transfers, but only
if you have completed a degree
program in the university system of Ohio, according to Rhea.
Getting your associate degree
will save you a significant

amount of money in contrast to
tuition and fees you may pay at
a four-year college for the first
two years.
A major benefit of getting
your associate degree is that
upon graduating you have
a completed credential (a
diploma) that can be added to
your resume and will result in
more doors opening up for you,
according to Rhea.
Your associate degree is also
your plan B in case you should
have to leave a four college
before graduating.
Right now I want you to
understand that I want you to
graduate. Hopefully, you want
to graduate. So all I would like
to ask of you to do to make this
happen is to make that back up
plan, start to form your plan B.
I would like to leave you
with some words from Heidi
McGrew that I remember from
the last day of class in my first
quarter at Sinclair that inspired
me:
No matter how bad life might
get for you in the future, be it
you going through bankruptcy,
a divorce, or loss of a job. A
degree is something that you
work for and earn and once you
receive it, it can never be taken
away from you. It is yours for the
rest of your life.

Kate Swift
Biology

“I think it would be easier for students not
to commute. For Dayton, I think it would
bring more money into the area.”

puzzle solutions

encourages feedback
Welcome Back!

We have broken our normal-quarterly routine and survived our first term on the semester schedule. Now
that we are more aware of what to expect, hopefully our involvement around campus will be better than what
it was before.
By the time we return from spring break, the Clarion is hoping for a layout redesign of our paper.
We are encouraging student feedback for the redesign in terms of what our readers would
like to see.
We are also hoping for more dedication applied to our website. It is updated weekly, but we are hoping to
update it more often to encourage more interactivity between our staff and our readers.
Our website can be visited at www.sinclairclarion.com. Please note that we also have a Facebook page, it
can be found at www.facebook.com/pages/The-Clarion-at-Sinclair-Community-College.
As always, readers are encouraged to write a letter to the editor. However, it will not be considered to
run unless the contributing writer provides their name and contact information, including a phone number.
(Contact information will not be printed, it is for staff use only.)
Our email address is clarion@sinclair.edu (please include "Clarion Feedback" in the subject line.
If a reader has written a paper or speech for class and would like it to print, feel free to email it as an
editorial or commentary piece. Please also note that on the opinion page, there is an editorial piece
contributed by a student. This was originally a speech, but was converted for the purpose
of making sense to the reader.
There is no guarantee that a letter to the editor or a contributed piece will run— and although some
changes are on the horizon, our delivery of fair and balanced news and the ethics behind it will never change.

Editor-in-Chief
Whitney Vickers
Design Director
Patrick McCauley

Letters to the editor may be submitted to the Clarion in
Room 8027 or email: clarion@sinclair.edu.
All submissions are subject to editing without changing
content.

No anonymous submissions will be
accepted. Must include author's name and
phone number.

The Clarion reserves the right to edit all letters.
Deadline is noon Tuesday for the following Tuesday
publication. There will be no exceptions to this policy.
Submission does not guarantee publication. Space availability
determines publication. When space is limited, articles may be filed for
publication at a later date.
This publication is printed by Ohio Community Media.
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